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09:30 am	 Guests take seats
09:50 am	 Arrival of the Honhie Minister; Ministry of Education of the Peoples Republic of Bangladesh
09:52 am
	 Convocation Procession begins
10:00 am	 National Anthem
10:01 am	 Recitation from the Hol y Qur'an
10:05 air
	 onbI e Minister of Education declares the Convocation open
10:07 air 	 Address by Professor Di; Abdur Rab, Vice Chancellor; Eastern University
10:17 am	 Address by Mn Mohammad Ena yet UIlah, Chairman, Board of Trustees, Eastern University
10:22 am Convocation Speech by Dr. Akbar Ali Khan, Economist and Former Advisor to the Caretaker Government, Bangladesh
10:32 am Conferment of the Degrees
10:40 am Award of Gold Medals
10:45 am	 Speech by the Valedictorian
10:48 am	 Presentation of Crests
10:50 am Address by Mr. Nurul Islam Nahid, ME Honble Minister, Ministry of Education
11:00 am	 Hon'ble Minister authorizes the Vice Chancellor to continue the Ceremony
11:02 am Refreshment
11:45 an;
	 Presenting Degree Certificates and Scholastic Honours
01:55 pro	 Vice-Chancellor declares Convocation closed
02:00 pm Lunch
—
04:00 pro 	 Programme
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2if PRESIDENTPEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF BANGLADESHDHAKA
Message
I am delighted to know that Eastern University is going to hold its 4th Convocation on 09 February
2015. On this auspicious occasion, I would like to congratulate the graduating students, guardians,
faculties and the university authority as well.
Convocation is a landmark ceremony of a university, which formally confers degrees upon the
graduating students and provides the opportunity for evaluating the overall activities of the
institution. Nowadays, quality education is of the essence to face the global challenges and build a
knowledge-based digital society. I believe that our universities, both private and public, would
impart state-of-the-art education to their students in line with the national and international need.
I urge the graduating students of Eastern University to serve the nation through acquired
knowledge imbued with the sense of patriotism and dedication.
I wish the 4th Convocation of Eastern University all success.
Khoda Hafez, May Bangladesh Live Forever.
Md. Abdul Harnid
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PRIME MINISTER
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
BANGLADESH
Message
1 am happy to know that Eastern University is going to hold its 4th Convocation on 9 February
2015. On the occasion, I congratulate the graduating students, their guardians, teachers and the
management of the University.
The present government has attached top priority to education aimed at building a
knowledge-based society. Private universities have become an integral part of the government's
endeavour to disseminate higher education. The government is also providing all necessary
support to the private universities to ensure quality education.
I hope the graduates will be able to contribute a lot to build a happy, prosperous and self-reliant
Bangladesh as dreamt by the Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman.
I wish the Convocation a grand success.
Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandhu
May Bangladesh Live Forever
Sheikh Hasina
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Ministry of Education
Government of the Peoples
Republic of Bangladesh
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Message
I am delighted to hear about the 4th Convocation Ceremony of Eastern University and I
render my heartfelt congratulations to the graduating students and their proud parents
and the University family members on this auspicious occasion.
After academic studies, students are tc
implementation to face the reality of life. I
their respective pursuits in life and would
progress of Bangladesh.
translate their knowledge into practical
hope they would be sincere and devoted to
be in the frontline of the development and
Convocation of a university is a weathervane of its continuous success and achievement. I
hope this Convocation will go a long way in placing Eastern University on the top echelons
of the higher education in Bangladesh.
I wish Eastern University further success.
(r
Nurul Islam Nahid MY
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University Grants Commission
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Message
It gives me an immense pleasure to know that Eastern University is going to hold its 4th Convocation on
February 9 2015. On this auspicious occasion, I would like to extend my heartiest congratulations and
felicitations to the graduating students, their proud guardians, the faculty members and university
administration.
At present, private universities are making substantial contributions to infuse knowledge and skills to the
graduating students who, in turn, are advancing the economic and social development of the country.
However, education without quality, mission, vision and sound objectives is just an instrument of personal
gratification. I believe that Eastern University is well aware of this and moving in the right direction to
produce skilled and accomplished manpower by imparting quality education since its inception.
Once again, I congratulate the graduating students for their achievements and wish the Convocation a
success,
Prof. Dr. A K Azad Chowdhury
Chairman (State Minister)
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Ministry of Education
Government of the Peoples
Republic of Bangladesh
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Message
It is my pleasure to see Eastern University is holding its 4th Convocation on February 9, 2015. On this
occasion, I convey my felicitations to the graduating students and their parents.
The role of private universities in spreading higher education in Bangladesh is noteworthy. With a few
exceptions, private universities have earned reputations and appreciation from the Government as well as
from the society. I extend my congratulations and appreciation to all members of Eastern University family
for their commitment, dedication and hard work in maintaining quality and standards of education. I hope
Eastern University will continue doing well and contribute much in the socio economic development of
Bangladesh by producing competent graduates.
I wish success of the event.
Md. Nazrul Islam Khan
rri (TON\flCAT!U	 I
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Message
A Ilia mduli/Iah. I feel proud that Eastern University has achieved another landmark by holding its 4th
Convocation on 9 February 2015. It clearly indicates that the University has made a praiseworthy success
over the years and is growing rapidly to realize its vision to become a leading university in this region. I
congratulate my esteemed colleagues of the Board of Trustees, the graduates and their proud parents, the
faculty members and the management of the University on this happy occasion.
It makes the founders of Eastern University happy that it has been able to create a good image in the society
in spreading the light of a tertiary education of global standard at reasonable cost. Since its inception in
2003, the progress made by Eastern University has been steady. I hope with our selfless and benevolent
members of the Board of Trustees, world-class curricula, unparalleled teaching staff and management, a
sharing-caring work environment, strict adherence to academic standards and quality, we would he able to
move forward towards achieving excellence.
We are proud of our graduates and their accomplishments. We are confident that they will continue with
even more success in life. Our best wishes and prayers will be with you all, always.
Congratulations once again.
Mohammad Enayet Ullah
Chairman, Board of Trustees
Eastern University
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Message
It is a matter of great pleasure that Eastern University is holding its fourth convocation on 09 February,
2015 and that 2019 students are graduating in this convocation. For the graduates, convocation is an event
of recognition of their academic achievement and it is also a day for celebration of their success. The
students feel happy as they have realized their dreams. Let me congratulate the graduates on this happy
occasion. For the University, convocation is a mark of meeting its commitment to the students to help them
reach the goal of their academic pursuit. On this day, the University feels proud to have met its obligations to
its students. The parents, family, friends and the community feel happy and share the joy of the event with
the graduates. I am sanguine that all present in the convocation will enjoy every moment and I wish them
all a Happy Convocation.
The Convocation is also known as a commencement in USA and Canada as the graduates enter into a new
stage of life and start pursuing a career or profession. So the graduates should understand the challenges
that they are going to face in the days ahead in building up their career and life. They should meet the
challenge with tact and courage. For this, they need to learn continuously to deal with ever changing work
environment. Above all they must build themselves up as ethical and good members of the society and the
country.
We are grateful to Mr. Nurul Islam Nahid, the Honorable Minister of Education and the Chief Guest of the
Convocation for sparing his scarce and valuable time for inspiring the graduates and all of us. The Chairman
and the Members of Board of Trustees deserve special thanks for their unstinted support to academic and
administrative matters. Thanks are due to the members of Syndicate, Academic Council and other statutory
committees. I must thank the Deans, Chairpersons, Coordinators and the faculty members for they are the
ones who have given their best efforts and care to help the students learn and to attain success. The
Registrar, Controller, officers, executives and staff in their individual capacities have put in hard work to
provide the services the graduating students and the faculty needed in teaching-learning process and also
to organize the Convocation. My sincere thanks go to all of them. I must however mention with thanks the
name of the Pro Vice Chancellor, Dr. Abdul Hannan Choudhury for his relentless effort for the convocation.
May Allah grant our graduates success in life and peace for all of us.
mwmw^;-e
Prof. Dr. Abdur Rab
Vice Chancellor
Eastern University
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Message
It gives me immense pleasure that Eastern University (EU) is going to embrace its 4th convocation on 9th
February 2015. 1 extend my heartiest congratulations and felicitations to all the graduating students, their
parents and guardians, the EU faculty members, the EU administration and wish the graduates every
success in life. I must also thank the Chairman and the honourable members of the EU Board of Trustees for
their support to hold this grand event.
I express my profound gratitude and thanks to the honorable Chancellor of the University, the Prime
Ministers office, the Ministry of Education and the University Grants Commission and others for their
constant support for this convocation. I am particularly grateful to our most respected and committed
politician Mr. Nurul Islam Nahid, Education Minister, Ministry of Education, without his support and
understanding we could not have organized this convocation. We are indebted to him for his active and
dynamic leadership role in promoting education in the country.
Graduation is a big accomplishment in any student's life. It is a time to celebrate with friends and family, a
time to reflect and a time to foresee the future. I hope the skills and knowledge they have gained as
graduates will serve them well in future endeavor. I encourage them to keep exploring, creating, and
achieving although one significant stage of their formal education is over. Convocation is the most
auspicious occasion for the graduating students and I wish them the very best of luck.
I must acknowledge the commitment, the dedication and the hard work with which the respected Vice
Chancellor, Deans, the Faculty members, the Registrar and his staff, the controller of examinations, other
officials and staff cooperated for the success of the Convocation.
I wish all the success of the 4th convocation of Eastern University.
,4 c/J /-f"
Prof. Dr. Abdul Hannan Chowdhui-y
Pro Vice Chancellor
Eastern University
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Message
I am glad to know that Eastern University is planning to hold its fourth convocation on 9th February, 2015. I
am privileged to be invited as the Convocation Speaker in this ceremony. I thank the Vice chancellor and the
authorities of this university for this great honour.
Literally convocation means 'calling together". It brings together in a joyous ceremony the students, their
teachers, the university authorities, their parents and well-wishers and the members of the society at large.
It is also a solemn occasion when the University formally fulfils its pledge to equip the students with
certification for proper education. The success of the students in real life is the greatest trophy that the
university can aspire to. I hope and pray that the graduates who are receiving degrees front
University today will not only succeed in their lives but also enrich the society with their achievements.
I wish the convocation a great success.
(Akbar Ali Khan)
Former Advisor, Caretaker Government,
Retired Cabinet Secretary,
and Professor, BRAC University, Dhaka.
12
Profile of the Honourable Convocation Speaker
Dr. Akbar Ali Khan is a renowned Bangladeshi economist, prominent educationist, prolific writer,
distinguished civil servant and former Advisor to the Caretaker Government of Bangladesh. Dc Khan is
reputed for his scholarship, integrity, pragmatism and uncompromising attitude. He was born in 1944 at
Nabinagar in Brahamanharia district.
Akbar Ali Khan studied History in Dhaka University and obtained first class securing the first position in
both B.A. (Hons.) and M.A. He earned a second M.A. and Ph.D. in Economics from Queens University, Canada.
Dr. Khan had been a career civil servant since 1967. In 1971 he actively participated in the Liberation War of
Bangladesh and was sentenced in absentia to fourteen years' rigorous imprisonment by the then military
rulers of Pakistan. He held the highest position in the civil service for about ten years and retired as Cabinet
Secretary. He also held the position of Alternate Executive Director of the World Bank. Alter retirement, he
headed the Center for Governance Studies in BRAC University as its first Director. He was an Advisor ill the
Caretaker Government (2006-07) and subsequently resigned.
Dr. Khan has several publications and a number of research articles on governance, economics, water
resources, rural development and history of Bangladesh in national and international academic journals. He
was awarded justice Mohammad Ibrahim Gold Medal for his book Discovery of Bangladesh: Explorations into
Dynamics of a Hidden Nation (Dhaka: UPL, 1996) in1996-98. His book ParathoparatarArthaniti (Economics
of Altruism) (Dhaka: UPL, 2000) was widely acclaimed as a significant contribution to Economics in Bengali.
Dr. Khan was awarded Honorary Fellowship by Bangla Academy for his contribution to history and
economics, lie also received Mercantile Bank award for his contribution to economics. He is a member of
American Economic Association and a life member of Asiatic Society of Bangladesh.
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Eastern University at a Glance
The Eastern University was established in 2003 by the Eastern University Foundation - a non-profit, non-political
and philanthropic organization. Its founders include academics, chartered accountants, engineers, industrialists,
businessmen and retired civil servants. At present, the Foundation has 30 members.
Vision, Mission and Goals
The vision of Eastern University is to become a leading University in
South Asia in its chosen fields of higher education. Its mission is to be
a "Center of Excellence" by setting a new standard of quality teaching
and quality education in Bangladesh, keeping in view the challenges
of the 21st century. Its goal is to produce future leaders with
knowledge and skills essential for leadership in the country's private
and public Sector enterprises in an increasingly competitive and
globalized environment. The University campus consists of four large
and spacious buildings - all located in the prime area of Dhanmondi
and easily accessible from any part of Dhaka City and outskirts by
public transportation.
Governance and Administration
The governance of Eastern University is vested with a Board of
Trustees consisting of 21 members drawn from the Eastern University
Foundation, The other bodies of the university, as prescribed by the
Private Universities Act, are Syndicate, Academic Council, Curriculum
Committee, Finance Committee, Teacher Selection Committee,
Disciplinary Committee & Officials' Selection Committee. The
President of Bangladesh is also the Chancellor of Eastern University.
Under the leadership of the Vice Chancellor, who is the CEO, the
administrative functions are supervised by the Pro-Vice Chancellor,
Treasurer, Registrar and Controller of Examinations. They are assisted
by Directors and Deputy Directors of each department. There are 72
officials & 57 support staff to carry out the functions of the university.
Faculties and Departments
The University currently has four Faculties: Faculty of Arts, Faculty of
Business Administration, Faculty of Engineering and Technology and
Faculty of Law. The Faculty of Arts has two departments: Department
of English and Department of Applied Linguistics and ELT (English
Language Teaching).The Faculty of Business Administration is a single
Department Faculty but has four major areas, namely Accounting.
Finance, Marketing, Management and Human Resource Management.
A few social science courses are also offered by this Faculty. The
Faculty of Engineering and Technology has two departments:
Department of Computer Science and Information Technology and
Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering. The Faculty of
Law is again a single Department Faculty having undergraduate and
postgraduate programs.
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Curricula
Eastern University follows North American model of curriculum in
the fields of Business Administration, Computer Science and
Electrical and Electronics Engineering; the UK model in Law and
English The academic programme is pursued through a framework
of curriculum that includes splitting up of an academic year into
three semesters: the Fall the Spring and the Summer. The Curricula of
the academic programmes are of international standard and are
updated regularly to make it relevant to future job requirements of
the students.
Students
The stroleuts ore ldliiFttod oii the Insis of qood J(CfCniilC
background and admission test. More than 5,000 students have
already graduated from the University, 2019 students will graduate
in the Convocation scheduled to be held on February 9, 2015 and
about 3500 students are now pursuing their studies.
Faculty Members
Eastern University lilies top-of-the class, talented graduates as junior
faculty, experienced teachers and researchers as senior faculty and
professionally accomplished teachers and experts as adjunct faculty.
As of Spring, 2015, the University has about 200 faculty members
including some part time and a few visiting professors.
am univ-1
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Facilities
The digital EU library of the University has about 15000 books, over
100 national and international research journals and reports, 700
audio visual materials, 25000 online journals and a large number of
eBooks through 41databases. The Centre for Research and
Development (CRD) facilitates research studies and consultancy
projects, and organizes research seminars and training on research
methodology. It publishes a bi-annual research journal, namely, The
Eastern University Journal. The Institutional Quality Assurance Cell
(IQAC) monitors and controls the quality of teaching-learning and all
aspects of academic matters. The Faculty and Staff Development
Centre regularly organizes workshops, seminars and training
programs for enhancing teaching skill of the faculty members and
technical and administrative skills of the officers and staff. The China
Study Centre offers Chinese language courses and organizes national
and international seminars on business, economy, social and cultural
aspects.
I
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Services
The Career Services and International Office (CSIO) offers services to the students for internship jobs, study tours,
higher studies abroad etc. and regularly organizes Career Success Program to help students build skills required
to pass selection process for getting jobs. The Office looks after the international programs of the University and
maintains liaison with international partner organizations.
The Office of Students Affairs (OSA) is responsible for organizing Co-curricular & Extra-curricular activities of the
students through clubs and forums. The University has 16 different clubs and forums for students to pursue their
social, cultural, athletic & other interests. It is mandatory for a EU student to enroll in at least one club/ forum of
her/his choice.
The Medical Service offers general and emergency medical care to students, faculty and staff free of cost. Under
an agreement with Delta Medical College and Hospital, EU members get 30% discount on pathological tests and
other services. The Psycho-social Counseling Unit offers counseling services to students to cope with stress and
anxiety, right decision-making, managing relationships and social problems, developing assertiveness, fighting
sexual harassment etc.
Academic Exchange/Link Programs with Foreign Universities
The University has academic collaboration with 16 renowned universities and institutions in USA, UK, Finland,
Australia, New Zealand, China, Malaysia and Thailand for credit transfer of students with financial support, student
exchange, faculty exchange, research collaboration and assistance in setting up new programs.
18
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Eastern University Foundation
1.Mr. Mohammad Enayet UIlah - Chairman
2.Prof. Dr. ABM Shahidul Islam - Vice Chairman
3.Mr. Anwar Hossain Chowdhury - Vice Chairman
4.Mr. S.M. Bakhtiar Alani - Vice Chairman
5.Mr. Abul Quasem Haider
6.Prof. Dr. A.K.M. Saiful Majid
7.Mr. Mostanser Billa
8.Mr. Rezakul Haider
9.Mr. Nuruddin Dewan
1O. Mrs. Ferdousi Sultana Khondokar
Represented by Dr. Md.Samsuddoha Khondaker
11.Mr. Shakhawat Abu Khair Mohammed
12.Mr. lqbalur Rahman
13.Mr. lmroze Hossain
14.Mr. S.M.Emdadul Islam
15.Mr. Jahangir Hossain Mollah
Represented by Mr. Md. Maniruzzaman Molla
16.Engr. Reazat Ali Bachchu
17.Mr. Mafiz Ahmed Bhuiyan
18.Mr. Abu Md.Sayeed
19.Mr. Abul Khair Chowdhury
20.Md. Azizul Islam
21.Mr. M.Shakil Wahed
22.Engr. Kh. Mesbahuddin Ahmed
23.Mr. Liaquat Hossain Moghul
24.Mr. Sk.Saydur Rahman
25.Mr. Md. Abdul Hannan
26.Ms. Latifa A Rana
27.Md. Shahidul Alam Shahid
28.Mr. AbuI H.M.Shamsuzzamari
Represented by Mr. Md. Ismail Zabiullah
29.Mr.Mohammed Ali Azzam
30. Mr. Safayet Mohammad Raju
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Undergraduates
• GraduatesTotal Graduates 5093
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4th Convocation at a Glance
Total Number of Eastern University Graduates up to Summer 2014
Convocation Graduates
1St Convocation	 546
2nd Convocation	 1082
3rd Convocation	 1446
4th Convocation	 2019
4th Convocation in Figures
Departments and Programs
Bachelor of Arts with Nonours in English (B.A. in English)
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA)
B. Sc. in Computer Science & Engineering (CSE)
B. Sc. in Electrical & Electronic Engineering (EEE)
B. Sc. in Electrical & Electronic Engineering(E EE) -Evening
B. Sc. in Electronic and Telecommunication (ETE)
Bachelor of Laws with Honours (LL.B.)
Master of Laws (LL.M)
Master of Arts in English Language Teaching (MA in ELT)
Master of Arts in English Language and Literature (MA in ELL)
Master of Business Administration (MBA)-Executive
Master of Business Administration (MBA)-Regular
Total
No. of Graduates
80
615
30
154
185
19
183
213
39
80
71
350
2019
EASTERN UNIVERSITY th Lo
CONVOCATION
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FACULTY V...iSE
GRADUATE LIST
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Faculty of Arts
Eastern University started in the summer of 2003 with four Faculties. The Faculty of Arts is one of them. It began
its journey with M.A.ELT (English Language Teaching) program, and one semester later B.A (Hons.) in English was
added. There are now three programs in the Faculty: a four year B.A. (Hons.) in English, a one-year M.A. ELL
(English Language and Literature) and an M. A. ELT which offers a one-year and a two-year M.A. in ELI.
A well earned degree in English opens innumerable job opportunities at home and abroad. English is an
international language and there is a great demand for competent users of the language. Graduates in English
get preference in jobs ranging from teaching to media, banks, multinational companies etc. English graduates do
exceedingly well in the BCS Examinations and find it easier to pursue MBA studies, both academically and job
wise, as this combination is best for top corporate jobs.
The English Program at Eastern follows a needs-based multi syllabus approach combining well-balanced
language and literature courses in order to cater to the job needs of its graduates. Besides, the foundation
language courses at the undergraduate level are module-based, providing an intensive teaching-learning class
environment. The Department has an English Language Club, and holds extra classroom activities such as
reading session, poetry recitation, debate, drama, vocabulary and spelling contests to inspire and encourage
learners to become adept users of the language.
The Faculty is headed by the distinguished Professor of English Kashinath Roy, who has taught English at Dhaka
University for four decades. Supporting him there are 19 highly qualified and highly motivated full-time teachers,
including a US visiting faculty member, who is an English Language Fellow, US State Department. In addition
some very senior and nationally renowned academics from Dhaka University and Jahangirnagar University teach
in the department as adjunct faculty members. A most distinctive presence in the faculty is that of Professor Dr.
Nurul Islam who founded the department, then guided it as Dean of the Faculty of Arts, and, after leading the
University as its Vice-chancellor, is back again in the department which he considers his home.
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Faculty of Business Administration
The Faculty of Business Administration (FBA) of Eastern University has been delivering innovative and world class
leadership education since its inception in 2003. The faculty aims to provide tailor-made support to enable
learning and development of the students to become successful professionals as well as good human beings. It is
widely recognized as a leader in providing private sector business education in Bangladesh which offers
innovative programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels, including Bachelor of Business Administration
(BBA), Master of Business Administration (MBA), and Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA). These
programs are modern in nature with up-to-date curricula. Business Administration Department primarily focuses
on the contemporary development in Business Management and communication skills through professional
attachments of students with the corporate houses of the country.Through modern teaching methodology, FBA
has been preparing students to take the challenges of this competitive era and be responsible to the society as
well.
The FBA enrolls more than 2,200 students in 2015. The Dean Professor Dr. Sharif Nurul Ahkam, who has over 30
years of teaching experience, including over twenty years in AACSB accredited business schools of USA, along
with five full time Professors, three Associate Professors, fourteen Assistant Professors, 8 Senior Lecturers and 2
Lecturers run the academic as well as other curricular activities.To make the faculty more diversified and capable
23 part time teachers are also contributing from time to time. The highly qualified faculty members bring with
them extensive research experience and international exposure. Among the faculty members, 9 have PhD
degrees from different foreign universities of the world. Many faculty members have advanced western degrees
and younger faculty members are top graduates of Dhaka University.
At Eastern, we offer the most complete BBA and MBA degree that one can earn in Bangladesh. FBA offers BBA
degrees to undergraduate students who can concentrate in accounting, finance, marketing, and human resource
management.The faculty also offers MBA degrees to fuiltime students and EMBA degrees to executives. There are
393 students currently registered in MBA and EMBA programs.The MBA program is designed according to North
American standards and these standards are rigorously maintained.
FBA is equipped with air-conditioned class rooms having multimedia projectors and audio visual facilities.
Eastern University also provides fully equipped computer lab with internet facility, a modern digital library, with
15000 books of 5000 titles, 2000 reports and journals, 700 audio-visual materials, 300 internship reports & thesis
papers, 25000 online journals and 3000 e-books, photocopiers, modern cafeteria, common room and prayer room
for the female students, auditorium, a full time doctor with a wide range of medical facilities, and sufficient
premises for academic and co-curricular activities of the students. Graduates of FBA are occupying leading
positions in major domestic and international companies providing excellent leadership as well as value addition
to the society.
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Faculty of Engineering & Technology
Eastern University established the Faculty of Engineering & Technology (E & T) to help develop the country
through active participation in the field of engineering and technology. Technological advancement plays a
pioneer roll in the total development of the world. As per-capita power consumption is the index of civilization,
the basic need of engineering is the vital demand of a country. On the other hand, the modern and civilized
global village in which we live is the Outcome of advanced electronic communication system. Here at home, our
nation is waiting to see a digital Bangladesh by the year 2021. With a view to fulfilling the requirement of
appropriate electrical and electronic technology at home and abroad, the Faculty of E & T is currently producing
world-class talented engineers majoring in Electrical & Electronic Engineering (EEE), Electronic &
Telecommunication Engineering (ETE) and Computer Science & Engineering (CSE). The E & T Faculty is also
looking forward to expanding its scope with different need-based departments, such as Textile Engineering,
Environment & Climate Change, Civil Engineering, Architecture and Pharmacy in the near future.
With the intention to be a centre of excellence, the Faculty of Engineering & Technology welcomes talented and
outstanding faculty members with foreign degrees to nurture young students in various fields of engineering
and technology. Our major emphasis is on developing curiosity and innovativeness among the students, and set
up a foundation from which they can quickly acquire learning skill and adaptability to the fast-changing and
ever-growing engineering world. The Faculty of E &T is committed to ensuring quality education with a team of
talented, dedicated and cordial mentors and faculty members. In addition to normal course works, the Faculty
offers extra tutorial classes for each and every program so that the students can comprehend the courses
properly.
The Faculty of E & T has laboratories furnished with state-of-the-art equipment and software programs which
provide an excellent learning environment. The laboratory provides walk-in facilities along with regular classes
for the students and faculty members so that they can work at anytime convenient to them.
The Faculty of E & T organizes indoor seminars, workshops and contest programs to encourage students by
introducing utility based modern technologies. The students of E &T Faculty often participate in various seminars
and contest programs at home and abroad, exhibiting their skills and knowledge.The students also have records
of securing top position among all private universities of Bangladesh in different national and international
programming contests.
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Faculty of Law
The Faculty of Law of Eastern University is one of the premier law schools of the country. It has always attracted
the best legal minds academically and ideologically, thereby creating an inspirational centre of exchanging ideas.
It is a public-spirited faculty that makes distinctive contributions to society in learning, teaching and
engagement. The Faculty of Law is particularly known for its outstanding faculty stuff, most of whom have
graduated from the best law schools at home and abroad. They prepare students for the legal career with a
strong basis in contemporary legal knowledge.
The Faculty of Law is the second largest faculty of the University in terms of number of students.The goal of our
faculty is to equip graduates with a solid education in the fundamentals of law. EU's law curriculum reflects the
changing requirement of the legal profession. Students are given extensive training in various forms of Legal
Drafting and Trial Advocacy in the Moot Court Room,Thus it establishes meaningful connections with prestigious
companies through work placements, mentoring opportunities and mooting competitions.
Students graduating from the department has shown excellent passing rate in the Bar Council Examination and
Judicial Service Commission Examinations. Alumni of the Department of Law include judges, practicing lawyers
in the District Courts and the Supreme Court of Bangladesh, lecturers in various universities and in-house lawyers
in different organizations.
The Faculty enjoys world class computer labs and libraries rich with various text books and renowned
international journals. Subscription of the University in various on-line journals enables the students to reap their
benefit and allows them to endeavor to learn the subject of their choosing. Through regular public lectures,
seminars and workshops etc. attempts at refining the academic research and learning in the newest doctrines are
constantly made.
Situated at the heart of Dhanmondi, EU campus provides a vibrant environment for the students to grow and
evolve. The Department has always been very active in various Club activities of the University. Eastern University
Moot Court Society, exclusive to the Faculty of Law, has already made its mark by winning, among others, the Best
Memorial Award in Henry Dunant Moot Court Competition in 2012.
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Chancellor's Gold Medal
Highest CGPA in Undergraduate & Graduate Program
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Program: LL.M.
Chairman's Gold Medal
One each to graduate students with highest CGPA (not less than 3.8)
of each Faculty (excluding the Chancellor Gold Medal winner)
liii:
IC): 1211 100)0
CO PA. 3.88
Program: LL M.
(Awarded posthumously)
Sultana Afifa Marium
ID 122310004	 ILl:1 32611106,0
CGPA:3.80	 CC, PA:3.91
Program. M.A. in English	 Program. MBA
Vice-Chancellor's Gold Medal
One each to undergraduate students with highest CGPA (not less than 3.8) of
each Faculty (excluding the Chancellor Gold Medal winner)
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Program: B.A. Idorrs.I in English
Uflinru' Salirra
(0:102200060
(CPA: 3.96
Program: BBA
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ID: 1131801)066
CC PA: 3.97
Program : B.Sn. in EEE
Nuger Sullalia Tun,.,
ID: 101100051
(CPA: 3.97
Program: [LB. (Hons.)
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Eastern University Board of Trustees
:
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Mr. Mohammad Enayet UIIah
Chairman
Mr. Abu] Quasem Haider	 Prof. Dr. A.K.M. Salfl-11 Mdjid	 Prof. Dr. ABM Shahidul Islam	 Mr. Anwar Hossain Chowdhury
Member	 Member	 Member	 Member
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Mr. Iqbalur Rahnian	 Mr. S. M. Emdadul Islam 	 Mr. Imroze Hossain	 Mr. Md. Maniruzzaman Mofla
Member	 Member	 Member	 Member
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Mr. Abul  Khdir Chuwdhury	 Md. Azizul Is l am	 Mr. M. Shakl Wahed 	 AlHazz Engr. Kh. Mesbahuddin Ahmed
Member	 Member	 Member	 Member
Mr. Liaquat Hossarn MoqhLrI
	 Mr. 5k. Saydur Rahman 	 Mr. Mohammed Ali Azzam	 Prr,L L)s Abdor [,lb
Member	 Member	 Member	 Vice Chancellor, EU
Member
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Eastern University Management
Office of the Chairman, Board of Trustees
Mohammad Enayet IJllah, Cli irman
Mahaiiiniad Ferclaos, Senior Executive (Hoard Secretary coin PS to Chairman)
Office of the Vice Chancellor
ProEssor Do Abdur Raft Vice Chancellor
Mohammed Shaheen 1311uiya Assistant Registrar PS to VC
Md. Atikuzzanian Limon, Assistant Director, Creative
Office of the Pro-Vice Chancellor
Professor Do Abdul Hannan Chowdhury, Pro-Vice Chancellor
Office of the Registrar
Maj Gen Kazi Ashfaq Ahmed, psc (Retd), Registrar
Abdu I Ia h Al Ma mull, Deputy Registrar
Shilpi Md. Rajab, Assistant Registrar
Miun ra I loque, Senior Executive
Runiij Odd in, Senior Executive
Kazi Farhana Islam, Executive
Sn ha ma Ja han, Executive
Rokeya Hasan, Assistant Executive
Naznin Sultana, Front Desk Officer
HR Section
G. M. Nation Hossai n, Assistant Registrar
Md. Elias, Senior Executive
Md. Kamal Parvez, Assistant Executive
Office of the Exam Controller
Dewan Ainana Sultana, Controller
Klialed Md. Ehad ul H uque, Assistant Controller
Jhumki Raui t3asu, Executive
Shoeb M uhanunad M nstafiz, Assistant Executive
Office of the Library
Md. jahangi r Alam, Deputy Ii bra na ii
Razia Sultana, Assistant Librarian
Md. Kainrul Islam, Assistant Executive
Anita Helen, Assistant Executive
Md. Al-Ma mu ii Howl adeC Assistant Executive
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Office of the Admission & Public Relations
A.S. MG. Faruk, Directoi; Admission
Md. Nayim-Uz-Zaman, Executive
Syeda Shaila Jafrmn, Executive
Afsana Arch La boni, Assistant Executive
Maruful Islam Talukdcr. Assistant Executive
Office of the Career Services and International Office
Aim liena MD Rasel, Deputy Director
Md. Shohel Rana, Executive
Office of the Medical Service
I)e Ashequr Rahmaii, Part Time Medical Officer (General Physician)
Office of the Counsellor
Nowshin Nahar, Counsellor
0111cc of the Student Affairs
Md. Ja ma! tJdd in, Deputy Director
Office of the Internal Audit
Alfa Sultana Jafrin, Senior Executive
Office of the Finance and Accounts
Mohammad Mcli raj Mali in 00(1 Director
Md. Abdul Karim, Assistant Director
A) Munir Ahmed, Executive
Md. Khal ilur Rahman, Executive
Md. M oni in ul Islam, Assistant Executive
Office of the Procurement and Logistic
Md. Shajidul Islam, Deputy Director
Muhammad Monjur-E-Elahi, Senior Executive
Md. Shakhawat Hossain, Senior Executive, Assistant Engineer
Abu Shayed, Senior Executive
Miza n ur Rah man, Assistant Executive
Office  of the Information Technology
M d. Ahd iii lab Al M amu ii, Assistant Director
Diii p Kumar Dhai; Senior Executive
Mst. Sadika Tanzila, Programmer
Sha Md. Masud Ikhal, Programmer (Part-Time)
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Faculty of Arts
Napim Parvin, Senior Executive, English
Md. Mabfuzur Rahman, Senior Executive, MA FIJI' & FCC Program
Md. Rahainat UlIah Bhuiyan, Senior Executive, Computer Lab (Arts & law)
Faculty of Business Administration
Mustakiin Parve',,, Assistant Registrar, FBA
Md. l'arliad Bhui yan, Senior Executive, Computer Lab
Mohammad Abdullah-Al-Maintin, Senior Executive, Computer Lab
Md. Shakil Mannan, Executive, MBA Office
Md. Abu I Kashe m j u bayer, Executive, B BA Program
Abdul Mannan, Assistant Executive, BBA Program
Faculty of Engineering and Technology
Nargis Begum, Senior Executive, Technical (LEE Lai))
Md. Anisuz',aman, Senior Executive, Technical (FEE Lab)
Md. Rokonuzzaman, Executive, Faculty of E&T
Md. Mozammel I laque, Executive, CSF
K.M. Mahumdul Flasan, Executive, FEE
Md. Roych llddin Bhuya, Executive, FEE Lab
Mubsin Sardet; Assistant Executive, Computer Lab
Md. Ma bin or!, Executive, Computer Lab
Fauzia Sultana Inn, Assistant Executive, FEE
Md. Asif Ferdoush, Assistant Executive, FEE Lab
Md. Masuni Billah, Assistant Executive, FEE Lab
Md. Abu Aeioub Ansary, Assistant Executive, FEE Lab
Faculty of Law
U rnnie Zab ida Akhtai; Assistant Registrar
Rasheda Khan, Assistant Executive
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Faculty Members List
Faculty of Arts
Full-time
Name
Pro!. Kasitinatlt Roy
Prot. Dr. Nut-ui slant
Prof. I fiat Ara Nasreen Majid
Sureya Huda
Sabrina B jute Masud
Mohd. Moniruzzaman Akhand
Sabrina Karim
Isni.tt Zarin
II i tan 13 hattacharya
Rowshon Ara
Kazi Tahniina
Md. Rofiussan
Humaira Shegufta Chowdhury
Sitibaji ]vlt'idha
Murshida Nishat
Syeda Ialtjnda Soda!
Maggie F. Espino
Md. Mukibuzzaman Khan
Psyfun Mustai-y
Khandaker Nayeenia Ilaque
Adjunct Faculty Members
Designation	 Department
Dean	 Faculty of Arts
Pro lessor	 Fac u I ty of Arts
Advisor	 MAECI' Program
Associate Professor	 English
Assistant Professor	 English
Assistant Professor
	 English
Assistant Professor	 English
Assistant Professor	 English
Sen i or Lectu ret 	 English
Senior Lecturer	 English
Senior Lecturer	 English
Senior Lecturer	 English
Senior Lecturer	 English
Senior Lecturer	 English
Senior Lecturer	 ELI
Senior Lecturer	 English
Visiting Faculty	 English
Lecturer	 ELT
Lecturer	 English
Lecturer	 English
Pin! essor Dr. Sauda Akter
Prof. Rashecia Akhtar
Dc Amino] Islam
Dr. Md. Abdul M uhit
Prof. Abul Ehsan
Prof. Zen n Alan)
Prof. Shaheen M. I<ahir
Syed M abbott b H a son
Md. Aiomgir I lossain
Mt. Mashrur Shaltid Hossain
Sadeka Sabrina I laque
G.M. Zulliquer Haider
Professor
Pt-u fess or
Honorary Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Additional Secretary PRL
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Lecturer
Resource Faculty! Trainer
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Dean
Professor and VC
Professor and I'm-o VC
l'ro lessor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer
I ,ectu rer
FDA
FBA
FDA
BBA
B BA
B BA
FBA
FBA
BRA
Director-, MBA
BRA
BRA
BRABRA
B BA
BRA
BRA
BRA
B BA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BBA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
BRA
Faculty of Business Administration
Full-time
Prof. Dc Shard Nurul Ahkatit
Professor Dr. Ahditr Rah
Prof. Dc Abd ol Hannan  C h owd hit ry
Dr. Md. Ashiaf Hossaio
Prof. Di. Md. jalii nil I iotjue
Prof. Dr. AKM Shaoisur Rahmaii
Prof. Dr. Md. Abdul jalil
Prof. Dc Nazrul Islam
Golani Mohammad  Forkan
Muhannied Siddique Hossain
Dr. M ci. Zamanor Rahman
Kazi Aliniad Pervoz
Cli Ahad Thaku r
Syed I labib Anwar Pasha
Md. Ashad uzzama o
Ayes ha Tabassum
Ta so ova Ra h man
Farhana Khan
Parisa Islam
Naheen Sultana
Md. Monimuzzainait Klian
Abu Md. Ahdullah
I-arzana Mahbcmb
Nlakstmila Hossain
M ozu oidcr Ami Ia Ah oicd
Fatioia Satter Lekhe
Iaoiya flint-al Islam
Nasreeo Sultana
Feroza Begoni
Md. Rizvy Ahmed
Rakih Ahmed
Down Mu ktad i r -Al-MIA kit
Nazinul Hassan
Afioj a A kte r
Adjunct Faculty Members
Dc Md. Ahbas Ali Kicom
Dc Md. Zakir I lossain Bliuiyan
Dr. jainal tlddin Almined
Prof. Jagadisli Chandra Sukia Das
Dr, Sayecl Ba s hi (101 H asa n
Di-. jahangir Alain
Dc M d. Rezau I Karim
Di-. A.K. FazIul I laque Shah
Di-. Md. Serajul Islam
Dr. Abd oh lab il Azeem
Dr. A.K.M. Masud
Di. Kanial liddio
Di. Anisuzzanian
Dc Nakib M. Nasrullah
Muhanmniad Shariat tIllah, PhE)
Dc Shali Md. Ahmsan Flahib
Mc Md. Mazharitl Anwar
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Pro fe Sn) r
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
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Mr. P1d. Nazniul I lossai 0
Dr. Molianiiriad Thouliqul Islam
Md. Tawohidul Haque
Dr. Nasimul Numan
I<handokar Mohammad Istiak
Barrister Kazi Zinat Floque
Mn Abdullah-Al-t'lanitin
Qazi Moiniiddiii Maliniud
Ms. Bilkis Ferlousi
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Barrister
Senor Manager, HBL
Lecturer
Lecturer
Faculty of Engineering and Technology
Full-time
Prof. Dr. Md. Mortuza Au
Prof. Dr. MU. Nurul Islani
Prof. Dr. Md. Aynal Haque
Prof. Dr. Mi na Golarn Rabba ni
Dr I\lahfuzur Rahnian
Dr Aniena Ferdousi
Muhammad Mali to z I] asa n
Farzana Rahmat Zaki
Mohammad Abdur Rob
Guishan Khatun
Di. Al<M Alamgir
Arafat Hassan
Ahd ul Quader
Md, Mijanur Rahnian
S.M. Shakil Hassan
Md. Shariful Islam
Kazi Rizwanol Huq
Mab nii.ida Akter M on ne
Kazi Saifol Alan
Masudtil Hassan Quraishi
Md. lmran Bin Azad
lshrat Ahmed
Maslirura Tasniin
Anika Anwar
Adjunct Faculty Members
Dr. Nikliil Ranjan Dliar
Prof. Dr. Mohammad Ali
Dr. Md. Abdus Salam
Eng. Mohd. Azizul Haque
Dean, Faculty of F
Professor, Faculty of E &T
Advisor, Faculty of E &T
ProfessorChairperson, EEL
Associate Professor & Chairperson, CSE
Associate Professor; Math
Assistant ProfessnrCSE
Assistant Professor, FEE
Assistant Professor; Math
Assistant Professor; Math
Assistant Professot; FEE
Senior Lecturer, BE
Senior Lecturer, Physics
Senior Lecturer; EEL
Senior Lecturer, FEE
Senior Lecture; EEE
Senior Lecturer, LEE
Senior Lecturer, LEE
Senior l.ecturet; EEE
Lecture; FEE
Lecture; CSF
Lecturer; CSE
Lecture; CSE
Lecturer, CSE
l'ro lessor
Professor
Professor
Manager; BPDB
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Faculty of Law
Full-time
Prof. Dr. Borhan Uddin Khan
Dr. Md. 7ahii ciii Haq
lftci<har Malirnud
Md. Mehedi Hasan
Md. Saidul Islam
Nahid Rabbi
S Ii a ri ta Saym a Ra h ni dii
Sbarniin Aktar
Rehounia Binte Maniun
Mohammad  Ma in unu r Rashid
Md. Saimum Reza Talukder
Sba mi in Alder Cbowdhury
MCI. Al-Iftan Hossain Moilah
Mohammad Go a ni Sa rwa r
Md. Abu Bakar Siddique
Md. Ahsan Habib
Priyan ka Bose I<anta
Adjunct Faculty Members
Advisor, Faculty of Law
Assistant Professor, Chairperson, Department of Law
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Assistant Professor
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Prof. Di. Shahiiaz Hilda
Syeda Rizwana Ilasan
Mr. Md. M osh u r Ralinmn
Mr. Quazi Mahfujul Haquc Supan
Dr. M nba in mad Mahbubur Ra bnia n
Raushan Ara
Mohammad Azharul Isla ni
Moha. Waheduzzaman
Md. Jobair Alain
Mr. Ehsa ii ul Haque Shomaj i
Barrister Sai fur Rashid
Barrister Tanvir Parvez
Barrister A K M Rahi ul Hassan
Professor
Chief Executive, BELA
Deputy Director Bangladesh Bank
Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Asstt. Professor
Asst. Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer
Advocate
Advocate
Advocate
Advocate
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CONVOCATioN
EASTERN UNIVERSITY
PROFILE
Office of the Registrar
The Registrar's Office engages with Eastern University students at every stage in their journey from the moment
they join the University. We are a mission-critical support unit that materially facilitates the mandate of the
University; we identify, nurture, support, and celebrate our mission with our students whom we see as leaders of
tomorrow.
For an institution of higher education like Eastern University, the Registrars Office is considered the official
custodian of its students' records. In this role, the Registrars Office has responsibilities towards the university's
major constituents --students, faculty, staff, Board of Trustees, and the institution as a whole. We are responsible
for maintaining the accuracy, integrity, and privacy of student records; for ensuring compliance with Eastern's
policy and higher education regulations; and for facilitating administrative processes for students, faculty, and
Eastern's academic programs.
In the execution of its duties, the Registrar's Office must comply with and ensure compliance with institutional
policies and procedures.This is achieved in accordance with academic policies and procedures laid down by the
Private University Act 2010, rules and regulations formulated by the Ministry of Education, University Grants
Commission, the Board of Trustees, Syndicate and Academic Council. The Registrar is a Member-Secretary in
all-statutory and non-statutory Committees and is responsible for recording all minutes of meetings and
ensuring the timely implementation of decisions taken at these meetings. In routine senior management
meetings at the University the Registrar plays a very important role in reporting all activities both curricular and
co-curricular and in lending support to policy making. The Registrar's office also provides all sorts of secretarial
support to the Chairman Board of Trustees and the Vice Chancellor.
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The Registrar's Office is also responsible for compliance with rules and regulations, policies and the Student Code
of Conduct.
In addition to its regular duties, the Registrars office at Eastern University has a number of other functions too.
These include the HR utilization, supervision of the IT and Eastern University's website, medical care and the
wellbeing of the students, faculty and staff, engineering, logistics & transportation.The Registrar also oversees the
work of the Controller of Examination.
Eastern is the home to a diverse and dedicated workforce who help make this University a great place for
learning and for work. Our role in Human Resources is to support Eastern's workforce through a variety of
programs and services designed to inspire performance and achievement at the highest level on behalf of the
University's mission. Generally the work done by the HR unit is as follows:
Management of HR policies and procedures.
Recruitment, selection, termination, promotion and transfer of staff.
Compensation, benefits and rewards.
Performance evaluation/management.
Work ethics
- Employee records
- Disciplinary procedures
- Grievance procedures
- Human Resource Planning
-Training and development.
The HR Section also supports the Faculty & Staff Development Centre to help the university faculty members and
staff in their career development efforts. The two programs - Faculty Development Program and Staff
Development Program are well supported by the HR section in providing highly qualified and professional
resource persons, organizing such programs at Eastern.
The HR unit takes part in the Career Fair, which is routinely held at Eastern.The aim of HR at this Fair is to create a
bridge between prospective employers and Eastern University. Employers have a great opportunity to recruit our
new graduates and this has produced very good results. A number of our graduates have been offered jobs
through Career Fair.
The Office of Information Technology (IT) at Eastern is in fact ONE TEAM with three distinctive service functions:
University Systems, Information Security, and Technology Operations. IT provides central support for the
university's computing and telecommunications needs. The IT unit provides high configured computers for
students, faculty members and officials, There are 8 modern computer labs with high speed internet facility. The
entire campus is under Wi-Fi coverage and CCTV surveillance.
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The IT unit developed the Student Information System
in order to administer the activities and service of
every section smoothly. IT Service is another way to
connect with students easily in a short time. So, it
provides web portal facility to students and teachers
for academic purpose like online notification, advising,
result publication, status etc. Office of IT supports the
executive leadership of Eastern University in protecting
and defending the University's information assets by
implementing appropriate and efficient security
practices in IT planning, implementation, management,
and operations, while assuring confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and accountability.
Procurement and Logistics Department plays a pivotal role in providing supplies and support services for the
accomplishment of academic and administrative functions. Determination of right needs and acquisition of right
materials and services at right prices in order to meet the needs at right time is the core objective of the
department.
The Procurement and Logistics Department performs
functions of procurement, inventory management, and
supplying. Besides, management of office space,
completion of constructions, repair and maintenance,
safe guarding and security of the university property,
management of cleanliness, transportation, courier
management and providing support to events are
accomplished by the department by maintaining the
organizational ability as well as saving costs. The
workforce of the department is also committed to
ensuring smooth operation of mechanical and energy
driven equipments and non-disrupted utility services.
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Admission Office
The goal of Eastern University is to produce future leaders with knowledge and skills essential for leadership
in the country's private and public sector enterprises in the increasingly competitive and globalized
environment. The University is committed to preparing its students as professionals by exploring and
promoting their creativity, infusing knowledge and developing their skills. Admission office plays an
important role in fulfilling this goal by recruiting and selecting the right kind of students. It is the first access
point for the students. The office provides information about the university, admission procedure and
deadlines. The trained counselors of the office provides guidance to the prospective students in selecting the
right academic program, financial advice and accommodation and living tips. The Counselors and other office
staff are very friendly and helpful. For the convenience of the prospective students, the Admission Office
remains open on weekly and other holidays.
The functions of the Admission Office include the following:
Attracting, counseling and enrolling a diverse student body
Formulating and revising adinission policies and procedures that take account of potential students
Fostering aspirations, awareness and achievement of higher education seekers
Supporting students to become successful independent learners
Organizing Admission Open House (Fair)
Increasing the quality and  quantity of students in the enrollment
Enhancing the operational effectiveness of the Office of Admissions & Orientation
Using the best professional practices to deliver a quality Orientation Program to students
\dilnr	 .orl
The entire process of admission goes through a selective procedure. Applicants are screened on the basis of
the minimum CPA requirement set by IJGC. Qualified candidates are invited to sit for the admission test after
submitting their admission form. Admission test is a highly competitive one and the applicants require
satisfactory marks in the test in order to secure their seats. The application deadline and date of the
admission test is announced in major national dailies and on the website of EU. The admission procedure for
Spring begins in the first week of November and ends with the commencement of classes in January. The
admission procedure for Summer starts in March and ends with the commencement of classes in May The
Admission procedure for Fall starts in July and ends with the commencement of classes in September.
Candidates with a minimum CPA of 2.50 in both SSC/Dakhil and HSC/Alim/Diploma from Technical Education
Board or Minimum CPA of 2.00 in one of those examinations with total GPA of 6.00 in both the exams are
eligible for admission. The GCE students must have passed 5 (Five) subjects in 0-Level with a minimum GPA of
2.50 and 2 (Two) subjects in A-Level with a minimum CPA of 2.00. OncE" gr:idc will he accepted either in '0"
level or "A" level.
Generous financial assistance is granted to a wide
number of students ranging from 100% to 10%
tuition waiver depending upon academic
performance. The tuition fee waiver for
muktijoddha quota is 100%. Special waivers are
available for siblings and spouse. There is also a
students' loan scheme.
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Office of Student Affairs (OSA)
The Office of Student Affairs (OSA) is committed to facilitating the growth, development, achievement of
students at Eastern University (Eli). OSA works closely with the administration, students and external groups
to support students to be successful and effective leaders in the emerging global community. The mission of
the OSA is to promote student learning, life skills, and personal growth by providing the best and most
innovative programs, facilities and services. The OSA envisions a healthy culture of learning, reflecting the
profound opportunities available for students, meant for the academic and personal well-being of its students.
OSj\ (II I-i
OSA values respecting individual dignity, reaching pick point of their career development and the growth of
self-actualization. It is not just about teaching students to be good for their academic success rather
nurturing them to he their best. OSA prepares EU students for the leadership role which is accomplished
through effectiveness of its programs and services and using reliable information to support responsible
decision-making. OSA provides opportunities to develop the leadership competencies that allow students to
create meaningful and sustainable change in their respective societies.
OSA's strong community partnerships and deep involvements actively engage students in the activity and
promote social justice and civic engagement. It offers a safe, open and welcoming community that nurtures
healthy personal development and a sense of belonging to everyone in the community thrOUgh respect. OSA
values charting the way towards excellence for all through pursuing diversity in culture, equity in education
and integration of being respectful, honest and ethical.
Core Philosophy
The members of the OSA are dedicated to creating a developmental as well as experiential co-curricular
canipus environment that not only challenges but also supports the EU students. OSA is committed to the
success and balance of the student community by empowering them to develop the necessary skills required
to make sensible decisions about their lives and to become life-long learners. OSA implements this philosophy
through proper etiquette, encouragement and value of individuality, creativity, diversity, integrity, community,
and the motivation of intellectual curiosity. OSA believes that student development is fostered by action as
well as reflection oil action taken and not only involves the encouragement of strong leadership skills but
also the acquisition of knowledge.
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Activities
The overall activities of OSA are divided into two major areas of operations:
Campus Activities
• Student Orientation
• Stud e uts Di sri p1 iii:
• Student Services a ii
• Event Organization & Fust ival Celelnalinii
• Student Organizations and Clubs activities
• Extra-curricular activities and competitions
External Activities
• National & International Corn petitions
• Student Exchange Programs
• Community Service
• Event Participation
Collaboration and Liaison with External Organizations
Co Curricular and Extra Curricular Facilities
EU provides an extensive range of activities to give its students a broad and balanced education. A great
emphasis is placed on curriculai; co-curricular and extra-cLirricular balance. EU offers:
Sporting Activities: Many sports are offered at Eastern University across all semesters of the academic year
like: Football, Cricket, Table Tennis, Carom, Chess, Indoor Football and Indoor Cricket.
Arts and Cultural Activities: EU is proud of the breadth and depth of its Arts and Cultural programs.
Participation in these activities contributes to the development of the whole person and promotes lifelong
learning through engagement with the Arts and other cultural spheres. Within the Arts and Cultural program
the following activities are offered: Debating, Public Speaking, Mooting, a variety of Music Groups, Play
productions, Theatre and Musicals.
Tours: The Tour programs offered by the University enable students to experience a cultural exchange
through international travel or to host students from other countries. The benefits of participation in this
program are many, including broadening students consideration and understanding of others, personally and
culturally, and the development of tolerance and resilience in meeting the challenges of  new situation.
Training & Workshops: With the privileges of the co-curricular offerings, EU Organizes workshops,
seminars, competitions and training sessions.
Student Activity Center:
EU provides a full-fledged Wi- Fi zone campus consisting of reading room, indoor games room, cultural activity
room, well decorated cafeteria, a digital library, Seminar room, Ia bot-alories, corn puter laboratory with
computing facilitiesfor engineering students, playground and a stage where extracurricular activities are
performed.
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Engineering Club: Engineering Club at EU is a student's plattoriii to work together at designing innovative
projects, participating different competitions with new invention and making collaboration with engineering
organizations and/ or universities to create experiences that introduce students to the role of engineering in
the community and the career potential available for those who select engineering as their career pathway.
Computing Club: The objective of EU Computing Club is to promote students oil programming for
national, regional & international programming contest. The club organizes computing contest in a regular
basis.
Debating Club: EU Debating Club participates in a variety of different debate events oil and
throughout the country. It also brings debate to the campus and greater student community by engaging in
Public debates on various issues. Debate club provides an opportunity for the students to stimulate students'
critical thinking, analytical and creative abilities, listen to and accept others opinions related to debatable
issues necessary for students' professional development.
Earth Care Club: EU Earth Care Club a platform to raise environmental awareness among the students. It
organizes different programs to make the students aware of climate change, green technology, low carbon
emissions, reducing the environmental pollution, waste management, saving the nature and tree plantation.
Games & Sports Club: Games & Sports Club at EU is a student-run organization that started its journey to
unleash and nurture the talents and physical growth of students. This club provides a platform for the
students to perform at different sports and bring the best out of them.
Language Club: EU Language Club helps its students through creating facilities to improve communication
skills in English, nurturing a sense of leadership, team spirit, cooperation and voluntary services among the
students which will help them better perform in their future cared; cultivating a sense of social and ethical
responsibilities and building a better image of the university.
Business & Social Entrepreneurship Club: Eli Business & Social Entrepreneurship club is the active club of
the university with the goal to offer a sophisticated and vibrant nexus for students, organizations and
businesses of all kinds to meet, share ideas and discuss the issues of the day.
Cultural Club: EU Cultural Club promotes traditional as well as modern cultural activities to the students of
the University. It works to provide a platform for the talents like artists, musicians, singers, dancers, hosts,
graphic designers etc. Students can visualize their visions into action through different kinds of performances.
Drama & Theatre Forum: The Drama & Theatre Forum aims to explore real scenarios in a way that
empowers EU students to rehearse solutions and change the outcome of a scenario for the better. The club
approaches performance as both an object and method of theatre.
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Journalist Forum: The Journalist Forum at EU is a network of interested students of being journalist and
young professionals with a view to fostering critical thinking about media journalism, encouraging ethics in
journalism and developing skills for dynamic journalism and media professions.
Social Welfare Club: ED Social Welfare Club is working relentlessly to foster and develop self reliance and
efficiency of the students. It is one of the prominent clubs of EU which paves the way for the students to
engage themselves in the social welfare activities.
Spark Creative Writers' Forum: Spark Creative Writers Forum is a platform at EU with the goal to promote
creative writing skills of ingenious students. It aims at spreading the culture of nourishing the creative
thinking, seeking knowledge and encouraging innovative discourses.
Visual Archive Club: The idea behind the Visual Archive Club is to bring together students who love painting,
photographing, designing and having a set of artistic skills which are then further developed at EU. The Club
wants to establish a community of artists at EU who help one another in developing their creative ideas.
Moot Court Society: The Moot Court Society at EU is an organization of law students who are devoted to
excellence in oral advocacy and appellate brief writing. Its purpose is to prepare the students for court-room
proceedings, enhance their skill as legal practitioner.
Recent activities of different clubs and forums
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Career Services and International Office (CSIO)
The Career Services and International Office (CSIO) at Eastern University (EU) oiler resources and programs
Which not only focus on Internship/ job links but also drive a student to a well structured career management
system. CSIO guide students through their career path; address students immediate needs, draw the timeline
to locus on their goal, help them to design the career strategies, establish the bridge among students, alumni,
potential employers/ universities for higher education.
CSIO offer students a one-stop-solution for now and equip them along the way with professional development
skills that will last all through their life. Furthermore, CSIO promote superior industry resources along with
EU faculty members iii the Career Success Program (CSP). CSIO encourage every student to take advantage of
the services right away; not to wait till final stage of the degree, contact career services front beginning of
student life at EU.
Services offered by CSIO include:
Career Services:
• Career Success Program (CSP)
• Career Counseling
- Internship Recruitment
• job Listing and Resume Book
- lob Posting
- Maintain Resume Database
Career Newsletters
• Networking
• Seminars and Workshops
• Guidance for Higher Education
• Career Fairs
• Experience Sharing / Mentoring
Resume and Cover letter writing
Interview technique / Mock In terview
job Search Method
A Raldi UI C;il tel Success I'luuglanl (tSP) stuidetuls
Career Development services are designed to provide individuals with career awareness, self development,
and career decision making skills. The objectives of the CSP program are:
- To help individuals understand their unique abilities, interests, and aptitudes.
- To help individuals develop a realistic understanding of themselves in regard to decision making and
career alternatives.
- To provide up-to-date occupational information and other labor market data.
- To provide the opportunity for individuals to be acquainted with a wide range of occupational and
educational opportunities.
- To provide information about the world of work that will assist individuals in making long-range
educational and career plans.
To assist individuals in making appropriate educational and occupational choices.
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Company organized by EU Bus immess Ala miii
Eastern University CSIO organizes EU Career Fair every year. The grand event brings together employers,
experienced professionals, and entry level talented individuals under one roof. EUCF is one of the most
remarkable events that bring together organizations from va nuns sectors including financial/Banking,
Local/Multinational, Telecom ICT/Technology, NGO/Govt. RMG/lndustrial organizations under one roof with
highly competitive and professional job seekers; thus serves as the platform to create an open and wide
ranging opportunity. This fair offers employers with an excellent opportunity to deal with their current and
future staffing requirements through modern recruiting methods, quality candidates, low cost hiring and face
to face interviews. Taking part in the event organizations would become a partner which is a great way to
promote available opportunities such as to increase brand recognition of any organization and network with
other professionals. EUCF contributes to the human resource development by supporting high quality and
innovating recruiting and assisting in capacity building of Bangladesh.
CSIO is to service all of its Alumni. The alumni network is well
thought-out, diversified and unparalleled for its level
engagement and increasing global reach. The office interaet
with the graduates at a range of events including Alumni
Chapter meetings, the Alumni Association gatherings, the
Alumnus Dinner and all sort of social events organized by the
Alumni Association, and via email, written and telephone
communication. CSIO welcome you to become an Easterner,
join the family which will guide YOU through the life.
Career Services Office facilitates the following services for El
Alumni Affairs:
Offers Module 2 of CSP - Career Advancement Strategies
Maintain EU Al ii miii Communication
Arrange Homecomings
- Arrange meetings, forming committees
- Bridge the relationship among its members and EU authority
- Retain up-to-date database
- Publish newsletters
- Make graduate student aware
- Develop Career Development Strategies
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The Eli International Office is a faculty independent general office tor students. Whether you are an
international student interested in applying to EU a current student searching for information on study
abroad opportunities or an overseas institution looking to work with EU, we are here for you. EU has
developed academic collaboration with a number of renowned foreign universities and institutions for
students and faculty exchange, research collaboration and assistance in setting up new programs.
EU international office provides the following support to the students:
- Advice and support Elf students for higher education with the partner Universities
- information on study- and research possibilities abroad
- Maintain Global Connections
Advice and information on aspects of internationalization
- Admission of incoming exchange students
- Information on partner universities and organizations abroad
- Scholarship information
- Organizing International Events and Fair
- University of Worcester
- Yunnan University of Finance and Economics, (YUFE)
- Asian institute of Technology (All')
- Yunnan Open university (YNOU)
- Yunnan Normal University, China (YN N U)
- State University of New York (SUNY), Brockport
- Franklin University,  Ohio, USA
- tiniversiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM), Malaysia
- Cambridge International College, Australia
- Auckland Institute of Studies (AK), St helens, Auckland, New Zealand
- Tampere University of Applied Science, Finland
- Universiti Malaysia Penis (UniMAI'), Malaysia
- London Premier College (London University, UK)
- Fen I_lang (International) Art College in (lang Xi province of Clnira
Management & Science University, Malaysia
- Soliya Inc.
In addition to the above, EU has partnership in
progress with the following institutions:
- Middlesex University, London, UK
University of Salford, Manchester, UK
- University of Aberyswyth, Wales, UK
- Southern institute Of Technology (Sit), New Zealand
Univc'rsiti tlttii'a Malaysia
Curtin University, Australia
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Institutional Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
Introduction
As per provision of article 36 of the Private University Act 2010, Eastern University has an Institutional Quality
Assurance Cell (IQAC). Since quality enhancement is a continuous process, the prime task of the IQAC is to
develop a system for consistent improvement in the performance of the University towards academic excellence.
Major Objectives of the IQAC
Promoting QA culture within the universities.
Institutionalizing the QA practices.
Build image of the university with confidence of the stakeholders transparency, accountability, and
good practices in all aspects of management; and
Prepare the university to meet the external quality assurance and accreditation requirements.
Major Functions of the IQAC
• Facilitate to define the mission and objectives of the University;
Facilitate self assessment;
Develop standards and benchmarks;
Review existing procedures;
• Provide necessary supports to conduct the self-assessment, external peer review;
• Develop a data base deliverable to all stakeholders;
• Developing Institutional QA Strategic Plan;
• Co-ordinate all QA related activities;
• Organize workshops, seminars and appropriate training for capacity building.
The Quality Assurance Committee
A Quality Assurance Committee consisting of the following members formulates policies, and guides and
oversees the administration of the IQAC.
Prof. Dr. Abdur Rab,Vice Chancellor, Chairman
2. Prof. Dr. Abdul Hannan Choudhury, Pro Vice Chancellor
3.Treasurer of the University
4.13 rof. Dr. AKM Saiful Majid, Member- Board of Trustees
5.Prof. Dr. Sharif Nurul Ahkam, Director of IQAC
6.Deans of all Faculties
7.Mr. Ismail Zabiullah, Member, Board of Trustees (appointed by the Syndicate)
8.Prof. Dr. Md. Anwar Hosssain, Dept. of Microbiology, DU (appointed by the Syndicate)
9.Maj Gen Kazi Ashfaq Ahmed (Retd) ,Registrar
10.Dr. Zamanur Rahman, Member Secretary- Associate Director of the IQAC
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Composition & Organogram
The Director is responsible for the achievement of the objectives of ICAC and is accountable to the Vice
Chancellor, the Chairman of the IQAC.The functions of the IQAC are carried Out by the following officials:
1.Prof. Dr. Sharif N Ahkam, FBA - Director (on joining in January 2015)
2. Dr. Zamanur Rahman, Associate Professor, ERA - Associate Director
3. Mr. Mustakim Parvez, Asst. Registrar - Administrative Officer
4. Mr. Md. Khalilur Rahman, Executive, Accounts & Finance Accounts Officer
5. Mr. Kamal Parvez, Assistant Executive— Support Staff
The Cell has initiated the documentation process and training on Quality Assurance process.The Cell is expecting
funding from IQACE of the University Grants Commission for full operation of the IQAC.
Faculty & Staff Development Centre (FSDC)
The mission of the Faculty & Staff Development Centre (FSD(:) is to help the faculty members or university
staff in their career development efforts by capacity building, skill improvement and positive attitude
formation. The Centre caters to career building needs of both faculty members and administrative staff. It
offers two programs - one is the Faculty Development Program (FDP) and the other is the Staff Development
Program (SDP).
Faculty Development Program (FDP)
The explosion of knowledge, innovation and technology in all fields of learning have posed the new
generation learners a challenge - a challenge of how, in a shorter time, to acquire the vast knowledge, analyze,
assimilate and then apply to find solutions of the problems in their life and work setting. Helping the students
coming with heterogeneous background, different goals, divergent interests and varying intellectual
capabilities is not an easy job for university teachers. The FDP aims at equipping facult y memherswith
principles, tools and techniques of teaching-learning relevant to new generation students. The training
methods used are participative, interactive, learner-centered and hands-on practice.
The quality of teachers is the most important decisive factor for a student in choosing an institution for higher
education. Teachers face continuous challenges in ensuring quality of teaching especially due to emergence of
new in ii len ii iu ni students, advancement of information and communication technology, globalization,
diversity and variance of demands and capacity of students. The aims of the FDP is to orient, guide, train,
coach and mentor the faculty membersfor better understanding of academic and administrative system,
policies and practices of Eastern University (EU), and for better classroom performance of global standard.
The FDP includes two modules. The aim of Module 1 is to orient the faculty members on existing academic
and administrative system, policies and practice of the Universit y while Module 2 is a 3dav long workshop on
teaching-learning methods for the new millennial students.
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Research Methodology, Online Teaching & Learning, Pedagogy, Students Performance Evaluation, Creative
Question Setting, Examination of Answer Scripts and Grading, Teaching by Case Methods, Academic
Leadership, Quality Assurance, Experirnentation& Innovation in Teaching-Learning etc.
Staff Development Program (SDP)
Self-motivated, professional staff team is essential to support the academic team and the student body of an
institution in its development. The aim of the SDP is to enhance the professional and personal development of
EU staff. These learning opportunities are designed to maximize the staff's understanding of EU
administrative practices and procedures, work environment, values and ethics etc. for better service and
professional growth.
A series of workshops like Knowing about EU, Administrative System, Relationship Development,
Communication Skills, Time and Stress Management, Effective Selling Skills are offered under this program.
Workshops usually take place on weekday morning and afternoon for two to three hours. All University staff
are invited to participate in such workshops. Staff are also patronized by EU in participating in relevant
professional training/skill development programoutside the University which will increase his/her skills.
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Finance and Accounts Department
The Finance and Accounts Department of Eastern University is primarily responsible for the procurement,
maintenance and utilization of fund for the efficient and profitable use of financial resources. One of the
important tasks of the department is to analyze the financial information to control costs through maintaining
department wise accounting which enables the individual departments and faculties to carry Out their activities
not just as cost center but also as surplus center.
The functional activities of the Finance and Accounts department include receiving fees under the heads of
tuition and various academic fees from the students as prescribed by the University. The department performs
the accounts related activities such as: maintaining all types of receipts and payment accounts, cash and cheque
management, budget preparation and budgetary control, fixed assets management, payroll accounting, taxation
& vat management and also maintaining regular correspondence with banks and financial institutions. The
department also provides information and prepares various types of reports and analyses as required by the
management from time to time for reviewing the ongoing operational performance and making decisions. It also
prepares reports for top management for strategic planning.
The Finance and Accounts Department functions under the leadership of the Treasurer who is directly appointed
by the Chancellor (President of The Peoples Republic of Bangladesh). The operation of the department is
supervised by the Director of Accounts who is a Fellow Member of a global accountancy body. The day to day
activities are carried out on specially designed computer software by a team of qualified and competent
accountants.
Financial Assistance to students of EU
Eastern University endeavours to provide the best education to its students at affordable tuition fees. One of the
major goals of the founders of Eastern University was to open opportunities of education and research to the
relatively lower income and lower middle income groups of students in our country. In view of the above
commitment, Eastern University offers financial assistance to meritorious and needy students regularly in the
form of the following schemes:
For students of undergraduate programs:
At the time of admission
A. Special Waivers:
10% tuition fee waiver for female students;
25% tuition fee waiver for siblings and spouse;
25% tuition fee waiver for physically disadvantaged
and acid victims;
15% tuition fee waiver for tribal students
100% tuition fee waiver for the wards of the
freedom fighters;
10% special waiver for Faculty of E &T students;
15%-25% Group Waiver;
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B. Waivers based on the previous results of HSC & SSC or equivalent examinations:
00% tuition fee waiver for GRA 5 (without 4th subject);
50% tuition fee waiver for GPA 4.8-5.0;
20% tuition fee waiver for GPA 4.5 -4.79;
10% tuition fee waiver for GPA 4.0 4.49;
After Admission
A.Waivers based on the previous semester results:
- 50% tuition fee waiver for SGPA 4.0;
- 20% tuition fee waiver for SGPA 3.75-3,99;
- 10% tuition fee waiver for SGPA 3.50-3.74;
B.Special Waivers:
- Interest free loan (Maximum 20% of tuition fees)
- Up to 50% special waiver on recommendation of the members of the Board of Trustees.
For students of graduate programs
Students of the graduate programs may avail the following waivers based on their previous results for maximum
2 (two) semesters subject to maintenance of a minimum SGPA 3.0
- 50% waiver for 3 first divisions/classes/total GPA 13.5
- 10% waiver for 2 first divisions/classes/total GPA 11.0
Besides the above, some of our generous members of the Board of Trustees personally donate to the Scholarship
Fund of the University.These are:
- Abul Quasem Haider Education Development Scholarship
- Anwara Begum Scholarship
- Khalil Anwara Scholarship
- Late Aminul Islam Scholarship
- Khurshida Begum Scholarship
- ihahima Khatun Scholarship
- Rezia-Moksud Foundation Scholarship
- Zinnater Noor Scholarship
- Mohammad Enayet Ullah Foundation
- Farida Akhtar Scholarship
- Late Zamila Khatun Memorial Trust
- Alif Group Scholarship
These scholarships are awarded on the basis of merit. Every year a significant number of students from both
graduate and undergraduate programs are awarded scholarships under the above mentioned schemes through
a formal program.
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Medical Service
The University Medical Service offers general and emergency medical care to all faculty members, students and
staff The university has an agreement with Delta Medical College & Hospital, where EU family members get 30%
discount in all pathological tests and other servicesThe present Medical Officer is Dr. Ashequr Rahman, MBBS.
Services provided at the University Health Service include:
: Treatment of illness, injury, & other physical problems
Assistance with emotional & personal difficulties
t. Advice on contraception & sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV/AIDS
Routine medical examinations & health checks (cholesterol, blood pressure, etc.)
i Sports Medicine: treatment of injuries, referral to physiotherapy & specialists
Travel Medicine: advice & immunization, including Yellow Fever
Advice & immunization for students undertaking courses of study associated with health risks
* Special arrangements for students with disabilities
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Psycho-Social Counselling Office
Now it's your time to become happier and move forward with your life...
University life is the incredible, creative, productive and exciting time of one's life. Many students face
academic, physical, emotional, situational and/or interpersonal concerns which can affect their personal and
professional life. With Psycho-Social Counselling support students can learn to manage and cope with
personal and academic crises and become more realistic in finding alternative ways of dealing with
challenges.
Realizing the importance of mental health support in students' life, Eastern University established
Psycho-Social Counselling Office in May, 2013. The counselling services are conducted by a professional
counsellor with the rank of a faculty, supported by external consultant and under the supervision of the Vice
Chancellor of the Eastern University.
The mission of the University Counselling Office is to provide high quality psychological services that enhance
personal growth, facilitate adjustment to better education and alleviate psychological dysfunction. The
counsellor is committed to maintaining confidentiality and a non-judgmental, non-threatening environment.
SERVICES
Counselling Services: The counselling office offers individual, pair, parental and group counselling according
to the need of the counselee. The professional counsellor helps the counselee to identify the causes and
patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving which have created his/her difficulties. It helps the counselee
explore the conscious and unconscious motivations behind unwanted feelings and behaviors.
Workshops & Trainings: The office offers a variety of workshops and training programs on mental health
issues for students and staff of the university. These workshops and trainings help participants learn positive
managing techniques in solving problems.
Other Activities: The counselling office also works in close collaboration with other offices and programs
inside the university to provide materials to mental health professionals to conduct their programs, such as
conducting workshop in career fair, organizing panel discussion program tinder complain committee.
HIGHLIGHTS
Froni May 2013 to December 2014, counselling
office provided the following services:
-Conducted about 1200 counselling sessions on
different psychological issues such as depression,
anxiety, concentration problem, self esteem
issues, relationship issues, social communication
problems, mental disorder etc. About 250
counselee participated in the sessions; among
them about 25 are faculties and administrative
officers.
-Facilitated 20 workshops and training programs
on social communication skills, exam phobia,
anger management, relaxation and meditation
etc.
-Conducted 60 orientation classes developing
awareness of the importance of mental health.
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Library
Eastern University has a fully web-based, automated and digitalized Library which is developed by KOHA
Integrated Library System, Greenstone Digital Library Software and Drupal CMS. Online Public Access Catalogue
(OPAC) service is available at EU Library through http://opac.easternuni.edu.bd . The users can also check their
borrowing status, renew issued resources and can reserve books through OPAC. It also provides auto email
alerting services. The Digital Institutional Repository includes e-books, journals, newsletters, theses, internship
reports, images, news clippings, audio, video, EU publications and external publications of EU family. To explore
the institutional repository please visit http://gsdl.easternuni.edu.bd . The EU Digital Institutional Repository is
registered with two international recognized directories like the Directory of Open Access Repositories
(OpenDOAR) and the Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR).
At present the library has about 15600 books of 5100 titles and 810 audio visual materials. Access and download
facilities of 29000 online journals and 8000 eBooks are available through 51 database published by various
internationally reputed publishers.The Library provides remote access facility for subscribed e-resources through
MyAthens. It also subscribes a good number of local & foreign daily newspapers and magazines; 150 national and
international printed research journals and reports. Apart from the FU computer lab, there is an internet browsing
corner inside the library to provide internet services through WIFI technology. The Library remains open from
9:00 am to 9:00 pm on Saturday through Thursday. On Friday it remains open from 3:00 pm to 9:00 pm.The library
arranges library literacy class among the students, faculty and staff members to demonstrate how to use the
university library systems and services effectively. In order to ensure security of its resources, closed-circuit TV
camera network operates round the clock. LJRL of the Library Website: library.easternuni.edu ,bd.
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Mr. Abdul Quadei; Sr Lecturer; Faculty of E&'l'
Mr. Md. Mukihuzzaman Khan, Lecturer, Faculty of Arts
Mr. Md. Golani Sarwar, Lecturer, Faculty of Law
Mr. Ahu Hera MCI Rasel, Deputy Director; CSIO
Mr. Md. Jamal Uddin, Deputy Director, Students Affairs
Mr. Md. Nayim Uz Zanian, Executive, Admission
Mr. Abdul Mannan, Asst Executive, FBA
Mr. Md. Anisuzzamari, Executive, Faculty of F & T
Mr. Mahairiniad Ferdaus, Senior Executive
Member Sectary
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Convocation Hall Management Committee
Advisors
Mr. Mohammed Ali Azzain, Member, BO'l'
Mr I ru roze Hossai n, Member; HOT
Convener
Prof. Di. Sharif Nurul Ahkam, Dean, FDA
Cultural Committee
Advisor
Mu: Al-hlaj Sk. Saydur Rahiuian, Member, BIll'
Convener
Mr Nazi Ahmad Pervez, Assistant Professor, FDA
Member
Prof. Dr. A.K.M Shamsur Rahman, Professor, FDA
Mr. Oli Ahad Thakur, Asst Prof. FDA
Mr. Mohammad Abdur Rob, Asst. Prof., E&T
Mc McI Mehedi Hasan, Asst Prof. Faculty of Law
Mr. Mobd Mon iruzzanlan Akhand, Asst Prof. Arts
Mr. Habib Anwar Pasha, Asst Prof. FBA
Mr. Abu Md Ahdullah, Asst ProIssor, FDA
Mr. Abduullab Al Mamun, Deputy Registrar
Mc Md Rouiussan, Sr Lecturer; Faculty of Arts
Ms. Relinuuma Binte Maniun, Sr Lecturer, Faculty of Law
Mr. Kazi Rizwaiiul Huq, Sr Lecturer; Faculty of E&l'
Mr. Rizvy Ahmed Sr. Lectureu'FBA
Mc Kazi Saiful Alain, Lecturer; Faculty of E&T
Mr. Md Al Ifran Hossain Mullah, Lecturer, Faculty of Law
Mr. Md Mozammel Haque, Executive, Faculty of E&T
Mr. K M Mahmudul Hasan, Executive, E&T
Mr. Md. Abut Kashem Juhayer, Executive, FBA
Member Secretary
Member
Ms. Parisa Islam, Asst Prof. FBA
Mr. Rakib Ahmed, Lecturer, FBA
Dr. Amena Ferdousi, Asst Prof. Faculty of E&T
Mr. Md Shariful Islam, Sr Lecturer, Faculty of E&T
Mr. Masudul Hassaii Quraishi, Lecturer, Faculty of E&T
Mr. Mohd Moniruzzaman Akliand, Asst. Prof, Arts
Ms. Rowshaui Ara, Sr. Lecturer, Faculty of Arts
Mn Md. Saimuni Reza Talukdei; l.ccturei; Faculty of Law
Mr. Md Golarn Sarwai; Lecturer, Faculty of Law
Mr. Md Shajidul Islam, Deputy Director, Logistics
Mr. Md Abu Sayeed, Senior Executive, Logistics
Member Secretary
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We highly appreciate our patrons' contributions:
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